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ABSTRACT

The control of messenger RNA (mRNA) function by
micro RNAs (miRNAs) in animal cells requires the
GW182 protein. GW182 is recruited to the miRNA
repression complex via interaction with Argonaute
protein, and functions downstream to repress
protein synthesis. Interaction with Argonaute is
mediated by GW/WG repeats, which are conserved
in many Argonaute-binding proteins involved in RNA
interference and miRNA silencing, from fission yeast
to mammals. GW182 contains at least three effector
domains that function to repress target mRNA.
Here, we analyze the functions of the N-terminal
GW182 domain in repression and Argonaute1
binding, using tethering and immunoprecipitation
assays in Drosophila cultured cells. We demonstrate
that its function in repression requires intact
GW/WG repeats, but does not involve interaction
with the Argonaute1 protein, and is independent of
the mRNA polyadenylation status. These results
demonstrate a novel role for the GW/WG repeats
as effector motifs in miRNA-mediated repression.

INTRODUCTION

A key aspect of post-transcriptional regulation in
eukaryotic cells is micro RNAs (miRNAs), 21–23 nt
non-coding RNAs that target more than a half of
all genes (1). In animals, miRNAs pair to partially
complementary sites in their target messenger RNAs
(mRNAs) and cause translational repression, as well
as mRNA deadenylation and degradation (2–4). An
unresolved issue is the mechanism by which miRNAs
repress translation. Many experiments have pointed to
initiation of translation as a target of repression, but
there is also evidence that miRNA inhibition occurs at
post-initiation steps [reviewed in (2–7)], see also (8). It is

important to find out whether these disparities are arti-
facts of different experimental approaches, or whether
miRNAs are indeed able to repress protein synthesis by
different mechanisms.
miRNAs function in the form of ribonucleoprotein

complexes (miRNPs), with Argonaute (AGO) proteins
being the core components of miRNPs. GW182 proteins
are recruited to miRNPs via interaction with AGOs, and
represent another group of proteins crucial for
miRNA-induced repression (9–15). Direct tethering of
GW182 to an mRNA in Drosophila cells leads to transla-
tional repression and mRNA degradation, even in the
absence of AGO1, arguing that GW182 functions in
miRNA repression downstream of AGO proteins
(14,16,17). Given this, a key issue in determining the
mechanism of miRNA-mediated repression is understand-
ing the function of GW182 proteins.
Proteins of the GW182 family are characterized by the

presence of glycine-tryptophan (GW) repeats, glutamine-
rich (Q-rich) regions, C-terminal DUF domains and RNA
recognition motifs (RRMs), the latter two present in
mammalian and Drosophila GW182 family members,
but not those of Caenorhabditis elegans (18,19). The
N-terminal GW repeats have been shown to interact
with AGO proteins (10,14,15,20), and disruption of
GW182-AGO interaction with point mutations or a
peptide competing with GW182 for AGO binding also
abrogated miRNA-mediated repression (13,15). RNAi de-
pletion and in vitro experiments have demonstrated that
GW182 promotes mRNA deadenylation and degradation
by recruiting the CAF1:CCR4:NOT1 deadenylase
complex to the target mRNA; the deadenylation is then
followed by mRNA decapping by the DCP1:DCP2
decapping complex and exonucleolytic degradation by
the 50 to 30 exonuclease Xrn1 (14,21–23).
Deletion analyses of GW182 family members in

Drosophila and mammals have indicated that at least
three separate domains can function in mRNA repression.
Specifically, for the Drosophila family member, dGW182,
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tethering of the N terminal domain, the QN-rich domain
and a C terminal domain including the RRM can repress
expression from a reporter mRNA (17). For the mamma-
lian GW182 family member, TNRC6C, tethering of the
similar regions can repress reporter mRNA, with the
major contribution of the C-terminal domain (24–26).
The existence of multiple repressor domains in dGW182
could result in multiple repression mechanisms and, thus,
could reconcile the variability of the current data. Recent
studies (23,27,28) have demonstrated that the C-terminal
domains of both mammalian and Drosophila GW182
homologs bind PABP protein, interfering with the
eIF4G-PABP interaction and promoting target mRNA
deadenylation. The authors hypothesize that interfering
with the eIF4G-PABP interaction, and thus disrupting
mRNA circularization, could also explain how the
C-terminal domain inhibits translation. This model,
however, cannot fully explain the repression mechanism,
as mRNAs without poly(A) tails, i.e. independent of
PABP, are also regulated by miRNAs and GW182
(13,17,22,29–31). In addition, it remains unknown how
the N-terminal and the QN-rich domains of GW182
proteins function to repress translation.
Here, we further characterize the function of the

dGW182N-terminal effector domain, which binds
AGO1 and can also repress protein synthesis (14,17).
Using an mRNA–protein tethering system in Drosophila
S2 cells, we mapped the N-terminal dGW182 region more
precisely and identified the minimal repressor region, con-
sisting of around 300 amino acids. Most importantly, this
analysis shows that the two functions of the N-terminal
region, binding to AGO1 and repression of target mRNA,
reside in different domains and can be separated from each
other by deletion analysis. Surprisingly, we discovered
that the multiple GW/WG repeats present in the
minimal N-terminal repressor domain are required for
target mRNA repression. GW/WG repeats were previous-
ly thought to function in AGO binding but not repression
(15,20,32). These results demonstrate a novel role for the
GW/WG repeats as effector motifs in miRNA-mediated
repression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture, transfections and RNA interference

Drosophila S2 cells were transfected in 12-well or 96-well
plates with Cellfectin II and PLUS Reagents (Invitrogen),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In tethering
experiments, we transfected 40 ng FLuc-boxB plasmid,
100 ng RLuc as transfection control and 400 ng plasmid
encoding NHA-fusion protein per well of a 12-well plate.
For the 96-well format, the amount of plasmids was
adjusted proportionally. Cells were lysed on day 3
post-transfection. In rescue experiments, transfection
mixtures contained 5 ng FLuc-nerfin reporter plasmid,
25 ng RLuc as transfection control and 15 ng of either
an empty vector or a plasmid encoding miRNA-9b per
well of 96-well plate; plasmids encoding dGW182 frag-
ments and lacZ were added in increasing amounts from
1 to 150 ng. RNAi experiments were performed according

to ref. 33. dsRNAs were 250–500 nt long and corres-
ponded to the 30UTR when targeting the dGW182 gene,
and to the coding sequence for control GFP dsRNA.
Treatment with dsRNA was done on day 0 and repeated
on day 4. Cells were transfected on day 6 and lysed on day
9. Firefly and Renilla luciferase activities were measured
with the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System
(Promega).

DNA constructs

FLuc-boxB, FLuc-boxB-HSL, RLuc, NHA, NHA-lacZ,
NHA-dGW182, NHA-1-605, NHA-490-1384, FLuc-
nerfin, miR-9b and NHA-TNRC6C constructs have
been described previously (17,34). Plasmids encoding
deletion mutants of dGW182 and human GW182
homologs were generated by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR)-amplification of the corresponding fragments of
the GW182 coding region, and cloning into pAC5.1A
vector containing �N and HA-tag. Point mutations in
the NHA-205-490 construct were introduced by site-
directed mutagenesis according to ref. 35.

Northern blotting, western blotting and
immunoprecipitations

To estimate FLuc-boxB and RLuc mRNA levels, the total
RNA from S2 cells was isolated with Trizol LS Reagent
(Invitrogen), and reporter mRNA expression was
estimated by northern blot. In brief, 15 mg total RNA
was separated on a formaldehyde agarose gel, transferred
to a Hybond-N+ membrane (GE Healthcare Life
Sciences), and hybridized to 32P-labeled DNA probes
(High Prime DNA labeling kit, Roche) in UltraHyb
buffer (Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions, and analyzed by phosphorimaging. Quantification
of FLuc-boxB and RLuc mRNA levels was done with
ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). To
estimate the expression levels of HA-fusion proteins, cell
lysates were separated on a 4–12% PAAG (Invitrogen),
and western-blot probed using anti-HA antibodies (Roche
3F10). The amount of loaded lysates was normalized ac-
cording to Renilla luciferase expression (transfection
control). The efficiency of dGW182 knockdown was
estimated by western blotting with anti-dGW182
antibodies (kindly provided by E. Izaurralde, MPI,
Tuebingen). For a loading control, membranes were
probed with anti-tubulin antibodies (Sigma T5168). For
immunopreciptations, S2 lysates were incubated with the
anti-AGO1 antibody (Abcam ab5070) bound to the
protein G agarose (Invitrogen) in the binding buffer
[20mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 150mM KCl, 0.5mM DTT,
0.5% TritonX-100, protease inhibitors ‘Complete’
(Roche)] overnight at 4�C. The beads were then washed
three times with the binding buffer, and proteins bound to
beads were eluted by boiling in the Laemmli sample buffer
and analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) and western blotting with anti-HA (Roche
3F10) and anti-AGO1 antibodies (Abcam ab5070).
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RESULTS

Mapping of the minimal N-terminal repressor domain of
the dGW182 protein

In previous work (17) we identified three regions of the
Drosophila GW182 protein (dGW182) which are able to
repress target mRNAs: the N-terminal part of the protein
comprising amino acids 1–605, the middle Q-rich region
(amino acids 605–830) and the C-terminal domain contain-
ing DUF and RRM (amino acids 940–1215). The
N-terminal domain (1–605) was the most efficient in repres-
sion, and was also able to exert its repressive effect in mam-
malian cells (24). This domain is required for recruitment of
the GW182 protein to the miRNA repression complex
through an interaction with the AGO1 protein (14). We
decided to perform a more detailed N-terminal domain
mapping to see if we could (i) minimize the repressive
domain, and (ii) separate the functions of the N-terminus
(1–605) in AGO1 binding and mRNA repression.

For these experiments, we generated a series of dGW182
deletion mutants within the N-terminal domain
(Figure 1A), and analyzed their effects on translation in
transfected S2 cells using an RNA-protein tethering assay.
Tethering was achieved by co-expressing firefly luciferase
mRNA containing five boxB sites in its 30-UTR
(designated as FLuc-boxB, Figure 1B), and dGW182
deletion mutants fused with HA-tag and �N peptide, spe-
cifically recognizing the boxB hairpins (17,34,36,37). A
plasmid encoding for Renilla luciferase without boxB
sites was co-expressed as a transfection control. As
negative controls that were not expected to repress
FLuc-boxB mRNA, we used �N peptide fused to an
HA-tag, either alone (NHA) or with b-galactosidase
coding sequence (NHA-lacZ). As expected, we observed
that NHA-dGW182 led to effective repression (�10-fold),
while none of the negative controls were able to repress
FLuc-boxB; the long N-terminal fragment (1–605) had an
effect similar to the full-length protein (Figure 1C). We
then analyzed the effects of shorter dGW182N-terminal
fragments on expression of the tethered firefly luciferase
mRNA. Of all analyzed fragments, only the ones including
amino acids 205–490 were able to effectively repress
tethered mRNA: the effect of the 205–490 fragment was
close to that of the full-length protein. Further dissection
of this region (305–490 and 325–490 fragments) decreased
the repression effect. Western blot analysis of the
HA-fusions showed that the differences in their repressive
properties could not be explained by their expression levels
(Figure 1D). We also attempted to analyze the 205–325
and 205–367 fragments, but they were not expressed, or
were unstable according to the western blot analysis (data
not shown). We concluded that the 205–490 region is the
minimal N-terminal repressive domain and termed it
NED, for the N-terminal effector domain.

The function of the N-terminal dGW182 region (1–605) in
mRNA repression can be uncoupled from its function in
AGO1 binding

As dGW182N-terminal GW/WG repeats are involved in
the interaction with AGO1 (14,15,32), and NED contains

six GW/WG repeats, we wondered if the NED is able to
interact with AGO1. To test which fragments of dGW182
are sufficient for AGO1 binding, we expressed
NHA-tagged dGW182 and its deletion mutants in S2
cells, immunoprecipitated AGO1 protein from the S2
extracts, and analyzed the precipitated fraction for
HA-fusions (Figure 2). As expected, both full-length
dGW182 and the long N-terminal fragment (1–605) effi-
ciently interact with AGO1 (Figure 2, lanes 7 and 8,
compare with the input lanes 1 and 2). The short
N-terminal fragments, comprising the first 205 (1–205)
or 325 amino acids (1–325), also bind AGO1, though
less efficiently than the full-length GW182 and 1–605
fragment (lanes 9 and 10, compare with the input lanes
3 and 4). However, the NED and the 490-1384 GW182
fragment, which do not contain the first 205 amino acids,
were not able to immunoprecipitate with AGO1, even
though these fragments were intentionally expressed at
higher levels than the full-length dGW182 and the 1-605
fragment (lanes 11 and 12, compare with the input lanes 5
and 6). These data show that the sequences within the first
205 amino acids of GW182 are absolutely necessary for
GW182-AGO1 interaction. Thus, this experiment shows
that the two functions, binding to AGO1 and repression
of the target mRNA, reside in different parts of the
N-terminal region and can be separated from each other
by deletion analysis. These data are consistent with our
previous study, which showed that repression by the
tethered 1–605 dGW182 fragment does not require the
AGO1 protein, i.e. it is retained in cells depleted of en-
dogenous AGO1 (17). It should also be noted that the
mapping of the AGO1 interaction to the extreme N
terminus of dGW182 is in line with the work of
Izaurralde and colleagues (20), showing that mutation of
a single GWG repeat at the dGW182N-terminus almost
fully abrogates interaction with AGO1, and the remaining
11GW/WG repeats in the N-terminal region only provide
residual AGO1 binding. The latter observation also
explains why, in our experiments, the 1–205 GW182
fragment does not bind AGO1 as efficiently as the
longer 1–605 fragment: it is lacking secondary weak
binding sites which are present in the longer fragment.

Conserved residues and the GW/WG repeats are
important for the function of the NED in mRNA
repression

To identify the critical features of the NED domain that
allow mRNA repression, we performed extensive muta-
genesis of this domain, and analyzed the effects of the
mutations in RNA–protein tethering assays in S2 cells
(Figures 3 and 4). Comparative analysis of the NED
region showed several sequence stretches conserved
across insect species, and between insects and mammals
(Figure 3A; see also Figure S1 for the complete alignment
of the NED). We generated multiple point mutations,
changing specific amino acids to alanines in the conserved
regions: the mutations are depicted in Figure 3A and
designated as M1, M2, M3, M4a, M4b and M5. Each of
the mutants had no or only a mild effect on repression in
the mRNA–protein tethering assay by the NED
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(Figure 3B). We then combined some of these mutations:
the resulting M2/M4a/M5 mutant showed the maximum
alleviation of repression (�60% expression in the presence
of M2/M4a/M5 mutant compared with �10% expression
in the presence of the wild-type NED). Western blot
analysis showed that the mutant domain is expressed as

well as the wild-type, i.e. alleviated repression by the
mutant is not due to its lower expression (Figure 3C).
Thus, these results (i) identify conserved amino acids in
the NED domain required for efficient repression, and (ii)
demonstrate that no single region within this domain is
responsible for mediating the repression, but rather that
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Figure 1. 205–490 region of dGW182 is the minimal N-terminal effector domain (NED). (A) Schematic representation of Drosophila GW182 protein
and its deletion mutants. The numbers correspond to the amino acid positions. (B) Schematic representation of reporter constructs: FLuc-boxB
contains firefly luciferase (FLuc) coding sequence and 30UTR with five boxB sites specifically binding to �N peptide; RLuc contains Renilla luciferase
(RLuc) coding sequence and no boxB sites (34). (C) Repression of FLuc-boxB mRNA by NHA-dGW182 and its deletion mutants. Drosophila S2
cells were co-transfected with plasmids encoding FLuc-boxB, RLuc, and full-length NHA-dGW182 or indicated NHA-dGW182 deletion mutants. As
negative controls, plasmids encoding either NHA alone or NHA fused to b-galactosidase (NHA-lacZ) were used. Expression of FLuc was normalized
to that of RLuc. Values are presented as a percentage of FLuc produced in the presence of NHA-lacZ. Values represent means ±SD from at least
four experiments. (D) Expression of different HA-fusion proteins was estimated by western blotting with antibodies directed against HA-peptide.
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the repression requires multiple features of the region (see
‘Discussion’ section). We cannot exclude the possibility
that multiple mutations introduced to the NED could
interfere with protein folding.

The NED contains six GW/WG repeats (Figure S1).
Therefore, we examined whether these GW/WG repeats
have any effect on the ability of the NED to repress
mRNA. We mutated each of the tryptophan residues in
the GW/WG repeats to alanine, and analyzed the effects
of these mutations on expression of the tethered mRNA in
S2 cells (Figure 4A). Single W to A mutations had no or
only a mild effect on repression, but their combination had
an additive effect. Most strikingly, when all six trypto-
phans were mutated (6W6A), repression by the NED
was almost fully alleviated. Western blot analysis of the
HA-fusions showed that the differences in their repressive
properties were not due to their expression levels
(Figure 4B). This analysis revealed a novel role for the
GW/WG repeats in GW182 function: the NED
GW/WG repeats are not able to bind AGO1 (Figure 2),
but are crucial to the NED function in target mRNA re-
pression (Figure 4A).

As miRNAs and GW182 are known to repress mRNA
through both increasing mRNA degradation and repress-
ing translation (2–4), we tested whether the NED affects
tethered mRNA levels (Figure 4C). By performing a
northern blot analysis, we observed that the full-length
dGW182 protein and the NED reduced reporter mRNA
levels 2- to 3-fold (Figure 4C, lanes 3 and 4). This reduc-
tion in mRNA levels was due to tethering, as
HA-dGW182 bearing no N peptide did not affect the
FLuc-boxB level (Figure 4C, lane 1). In addition,
tethering the NED mutants defective in repression
caused no or less pronounced mRNA degradation
(Figure 4C, lanes 5–7). These results are consistent with
our previous findings, which showed that tethering the

1–605 dGW182 fragment leads to increased mRNA deg-
radation (17). These results indicate that the NED not
only is able to promote mRNA degradation, but also
represses translation, as its overall effect on protein pro-
duction (Figure 1B) is stronger than its effect on mRNA
stability (Figure 4C).

The NED can function independently of the poly(A) tail

Using a reporter mRNA which lacks a poly(A) tail but has
a histone H1 stem–loop structure in its 30UTR
(FLuc-boxB-HSL), we have previously shown that the
extended version of the N-terminal effector domain
(1–605) is able to repress tethered mRNA independently
of poly(A) tails (17). As expected, a reporter having
neither a poly(A) tail nor a histone stem–loop was not
efficient in protein production; however, addition of the
histone stem–loop structure stimulated the reporter trans-
lation, so that activity of FLuc-boxB-HSL mRNA was
comparable to that of polyadenylated FLuc-boxB. We
now examined whether the ability to repress protein syn-
thesis independent of the poly(A) tail is also a feature of
the isolated NED domain. In order to do this, we tethered
the minimal NED domain or its mutant versions to the
FLuc-boxB-HSL reporter. We observed that the NED
was able to repress tethered FLuc-boxB-HSL mRNA
almost as efficiently as the polyadenylated FLuc-boxB
(Figure 5). This result was in line with the data
produced in other laboratories, demonstrating that
non-polyadenylated mRNAs bearing a 30 histone stem–
loop are repressed by miRNAs and/or tethered dGW182
similarly as their polyadenylated counterparts (13,22,30).
We conclude that the NED can repress mRNAs independ-
ently of their polyadenylation status.

NED is able to rescue knockdown of endogenous dGW182

Results of the deletion analysis that mapped the
AGO-binding domain to the N-terminal 205 amino
acids (Figure 2) and the NED to the 205–490 region of
dGW182 (Figure 1) led us to investigate whether the 1–490
dGW182 fragment would be sufficient to function in bona
fide miRNA-mediated silencing and would complement
the deficiency of the endogenous dGW182 protein. To
test this, we depleted endogenous dGW182 by treating
S2 cells with dsRNA specific for dGW182, and, as a
negative control, with the GFP-specific dsRNA. As
shown by western blotting, the dGW182 depletion was
efficient (Figure 6B). To assess miRNA-directed silencing,
we transfected cells with the FLuc-nerfin reporter con-
struct, containing target sites for miRNA-9b.
Co-expression of miRNA-9b efficiently repressed
FLuc-nerfin mRNA in control GFP-treated cells
(Figure 6A, first two open bars, compare empty vector
and miRNA-9b), and depletion of endogenous dGW182
partially alleviated the miRNA-9b-mediated repression
(Figure 6A, black bars, compare empty vector and
miRNA-9b). We then analyzed whether overexpression
of dGW182 and its fragments, comprising the AGO-
binding domain and the NED (1–490), are able to rescue
the knockdown of endogenous dGW182 (Figure 6A,
black bars). As negative controls, we transfected
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increasing amounts of lacZ or mutant NEDs defective in
repression (i.e. M2/4a/5 or 6W6A) fused to the
AGO1-binding domain. We observed that transfection
of a wild-type 1–490 fragment did indeed restore the
miRNA-9b-directed repression in dGW182-depleted cells
as efficiently as transfection of the 1–605 dGW182
fragment. Negative controls (lacZ and mutant 1–490)
had no major effect on repression. It should be noted
that N-terminal fragments (1–490 and 1–605) were not

as efficient in the rescue of endogenous dGW182
knockdown as the full-length dGW182. This observation
can be explained by the fact that the full-length dGW182
contains at least three domains contributing to mRNA
repression (17), while the N-terminal fragments analyzed
contained only one out of three effector domains. These
results are consistent with the tethering data and our
previous finding that the 1-605N-terminal dGW182
fragment is able to rescue knockdown of the endogenous
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dGW182 (17). Taken together, these data indicate that the
NED functions as a repressor not only in tethering experi-
ments but also in bona fide miRNA-mediated silencing.

Consistent with the previous reports (13,17), we
observed that overexpression of the dGW182N-terminal
fragments in the presence of endogenous dGW182
alleviated miRNA-9b-induced repression (Figure 6A,

open bars, GFP dsRNA-treated cells). One possible ex-
planation of this result is that increasing amounts of the
N-terminal dGW182 fragments compete with the en-
dogenous dGW182 for AGO1 binding, and thereby
prevent association of the endogenous dGW182 with the
mRNA. The endogenous full-length dGW182, comprising
all three effector domains, may be more efficient in recruit-
ing downstream factors which mediate the repression than
the 1–490 and 1–605 fragments, which contain only one
effector domain. Consequently, the displaced dGW182
could prevent the assembly of the functional repression
complex on the target mRNA by titrating its components.

N-terminal domains of the human GW182 paralogs,
TNRC6A, B and C, also have the potential
to repress mRNA

Our analysis has identified the NED as a silencing domain
of the Drosophila GW182 protein. Several observations
have indicated that NED-like domains are also present
in GW182 family members in other organisms, and that
they may function as silencing domains. First, previous
results have shown that the N-terminal regions of mam-
malian TNRC6B and TNRC6C are able to repress protein
synthesis when tethered to a reporter mRNA in S2 cells or
mammalian cells (17,24,26). Second, a multiple sequence
alignment shows that the most conserved motif of the
Drosophila NED that we here identified as important to
repression (Figure 3, M4a region) is also present in the
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human GW182 homologs, TNRC6A, B and C. Finally,
the TNRC6A, B and C regions aligning with the
Drosophila NED also contain multiple GW/WG repeats
(Figure S1), consistent with the possibility that they
function similarly in repression as in the Drosophila
NED. Given that, we examined whether the NED-like
regions within the human homologs, TNRC6A, B and
C, are able to repress tethered mRNA in S2 cells
(Figure 7). We observed that the N-terminal fragments
of all three homologs were indeed able to downregulate
FLuc-boxB reporter expression 2- to 5-fold. Hence, we
suggest that the potential to repress protein synthesis is
a common feature of the N-terminal domain of all
GW182 family members.

DISCUSSION

It has been well established that proteins of the GW182
protein family are crucial to miRNA-mediated repression

[reviewed in (18,19)]. However, the mechanism of GW182
function in miRNA-directed repression is not well under-
stood. Recent results in both mammalian and Drosophila
cells have shown that several different domains of GW182
family members can function in translational repression
(17,24). Specifically, as shown in our previous work (17),
the N-terminal domain, the central QN-rich domain, and
the C-terminal region containing DUF and RRM, can all
function independently to repress protein synthesis 5- to
6-fold when tethered to a reporter mRNA in Drosophila
cells. The role of the three repressor domains in bona fide
miRNA silencing was validated by performing comple-
mentation assays. These assays showed that in
Drosophila cells in which endogenous dGW182 was
knocked-down, the repression could be rescued by ex-
pressing increasing amounts of the dGW182N-terminal
fragments containing only one or two effector domains.
Using the dGW182 rescue assay, Eulalio et al. (38) have
also demonstrated the roles of the RRM and C-terminal
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regions located upstream and downstream of the RRM
(20) in miRNA silencing, but failed to observe the role
of the N-terminal region. This could be explained by the
fact that the same amounts of the plasmids encoding the
full-length dGW182 and its fragments were transfected
(20). We found that the dGW182 fragments containing
only one or two effector domains were less efficient in re-
pression than the full-length protein, and needed to be
expressed at higher levels to achieve notable rescue (17).
Deletion analysis of human GW182 proteins not only
identified their most conserved part, the C-terminal
region encompassing the DUF and RRM, as the major
inhibitory domain (5- to 20-fold repression), but also

identified the N-terminal region as the domain able to
induce moderate repression (1.5- to 2-fold; 24–26).
In this work, we provide new insight into the function of

the dGW182N-terminal domain in repression. We dem-
onstrate that the ability of this region to silence mRNAs is
independent of its ability to bind the AGO1 protein. The
first 205 dGW182 residues are necessary and sufficient to
bind AGO1, as based on co-immunoprecipitation assays,
while the region responsible for the repression, named the
NED, maps to residues 205–490, which do not significant-
ly bind to AGO1. These results document that within the
N-terminal domain of dGW182 there are separable
domains, one involved in AGO1 binding and another
mediating repression.
We identified sequences in the NED region that contrib-

ute to its ability to silence reporter mRNAs. First, we
identified several moderately conserved regions, a
combined mutation of which reduces the ability of the
NED domain to silence mRNAs (Figure 3). Second, we
found that mutations in the six GW/WG motifs within the
NED abolish the ability of this domain to silence mRNA
reporters (Figure 4). This establishes a role of these GW/
WG repeats as effector motifs in mRNA silencing.
Moreover, we show that N-terminal fragments of three
human GW182 homologs also function in repression, sug-
gesting that the potential to repress mRNA activity is a
general characteristic of the N-terminal region of the
GW182 family proteins.
There is much evidence that GW/WG motifs play a role

in interactions with AGO proteins. For example, the
GW182–AGO interaction occurs via GW/WG repeats
present in the N-terminal region of the GW182 proteins,
and mutation of those repeats leads to abrogation of AGO
binding and miRNA-mediated repression (15,20).
Moreover, in fission yeast, transcription silencing in
centromeric regions is mediated by the RNA-induced
transcriptional silencing (RITS) complex, composed of
AGO1, Tas3,and Chp1 proteins (39). Tas3 binds the
AGO PIWI domain via a so-called ‘AGO hook’, a motif
containing GW/WG repeats (15). Mutating tryptophan
residues in this motif to either alanine or phenylalanine
abrogated interaction with AGO. In Arabidopsis,
RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) requires an
interaction between AGO4 and RNA polymerase IVb
(PolIVb), which also involves reiterated GW/WG repeats
(32). Domain swapping experiments showed that the GW/
WG-containing region of the human GW182 protein can
substitute for the homologous region of PolIVb,
demonstrating that GW/WG repeats are evolutionally
conserved in AGO-interacting proteins.
Based on the data presented in this work, we propose

that GW/WG motifs function not only as the sites of
interaction with Argonaute proteins, but also play a role
as effector motifs in miRNA-mediated repression. Data
produced in other laboratories also support this conclu-
sion. Extensive mutagenesis of the dGW182GW/WG
repeats showed that while mutating the very N-terminal
GWG motif abrogated most of the AGO1 binding,
mutating other GW/WG repeats in the N-terminal
region had no effect on the interaction with AGO1 (20),
suggesting that these repeats may have a different
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function. Similar results were reported for the human
GW182 homolog, TNGW1, by Lian et al. (40).
Mutating all five GW/WG repeats in the TNGW1
fragment covering amino acids 254–503 did not affect its
ability to interact with AGO2, indicating a potential alter-
native function for these repeats. Our observations that
the N-terminal fragments of all three human GW182
homologs inhibit protein synthesis upon tethering to
mRNA in Drosophila cells are consistent with a repressive
function of the N-terminal GW/WG-repeats in many
GW182-family proteins. Indeed, by performing mutagen-
esis studies, Chan and colleagues have found that
GW/WG motifs in a specific region of TNGW1 are im-
portant for the tethering-induced repression of protein
synthesis in mammalian cells (B. Yao and E.K.L. Chan,
personal communication).
An important task for the future is to understand how

the NED and GW/WG repeats function in miRNA-
mediated repression. It is possible that GW/WG repeats
bind some protein factors mediating mRNA repression,
such as translation factors or translational repressors. A
more intriguing possibility is that GW/WG repeats may
create an RNA binding surface, possibly with rRNA,
tRNA, or mRNA 50UTR, with the tryptophan residues
engaging in stacking interactions with RNA bases. This
possibility is supported by the fact that multiple GW/WG
repeats had an additive effect on repression, i.e. degree
of repression was proportional to the number of intact
GW/WG repeats (Figure 4).
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